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ABSTRACT 

Uttarakhand is an Indian Himalayan State recognized for its prosperous religious and non-

secular tourism, ecological richness and variety and cultural ethos rooted in traditions 

however it is additionally acknowledged for developing frequency and depth of herbal mess 

ups and for its fragility of ecological and geological systems. Due to its geo-climatic, 

ecological, and socioeconomic settings,  Uttarakhand is one of the most disaster-prone 

states of the country. On the different hand, Uttarakhand is one of the fastest-growing 

states in India. The tourism region of Uttarakhand is the important enterprise contributing to 

the upward shove of the provider zone in the state. Uttarakhand is one of the most desired 

areas in India for pilgrimage, adventure, leisure, medical, cultural, wildlife, and eco-tourism. 

It has extra viable to be developed as a tourism hub of India.  This paper tries to analyze the 

infrastructure of tourism in Uttarakhand and to consider the position of Uttarakhand 

tourism in the Indian economy. The primary goal of this paper is to discover out the new 

tourism innovations, dynamics, and suggestive measures for the future point of view of the 

infrastructure of Uttarakhand. The information is accrued thru secondary as properly as 

foremost sources. The findings of this paper will be useful in growing home and worldwide 

tourism in Uttarakhand which will promote employment era and income technology in the 

state. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

The India Inclusive tourism infrastructure envisages environmentally and culturally 

sustainable and socially inclusive tourism in Uttarakhand. The anticipated Impact of the 

Infrastructure in the states is sustainable and inclusive tourism improvement in precedence 

State tourism sub-circuits divided into marketable cluster locations that show off superior 
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safety and administration of key herbal and cultural heritage tourism sites, elevated market 

connectivity, stronger vacation spot and website online surroundings and traveler guide 

infrastructure, and more desirable capacities for sustainable vacation spot and website 

improvement with great participation by using the personal area and nearby communities.   

 

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY:  

 

The present study is aimed at realizing the following objective:  

  

▪ To discover out the new tourism innovations, dynamics, and suggestive 

measures for the future point of view of the infrastructure  

▪ To identify the distribution of tourism infrastructure facilities available. 

 

STUDY AREA: 

Uttarakhand State consists of the two of the five traditional divisions of the Himalayas, 

namely Kumaon (Kurmachala) and Garhwal (Kedara). Uttarakhand is lying between 28°43' to 

31°27' North latitudes and 77°34' to 81°02' East longitudes.1 From North to South its 

breadth is 320 kilometres and from East to West its length is 358 kilometres. The total 

geographical area of Uttarakhand State is 53,4842 square kilometres which is 1.6% of the 

total geographical area of India and is ranked 18th place according to area. The total 

population of Uttarakhand State is 84,89,349 according to the Census 2001 which is only 

0.82% of the total population of India. Uttarakhand State stands at 20th place among the 

States and Union Territories in terms of its population. The density of population in 

Uttarakhand is 159 which means the State is 11th most sparsely populous states in the 

country.  

1. Tourist Centers & their Maintenance in Uttarakhand: 

For the increment and change of tourism the appropriate remodel and the cautious looking 

of the guest center is exceptionally basic. All sorts of guest centers whether they are 

verifiable, non-secular or excursion spot, require additional improvement. All notable guest 

centers require more prominent upkeep due to the truth these centers are related to 
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nationwide and worldwide ponders. All otherworldly guest centers require additional care 

like security, smooth environment, alluring give of expending water, enlisted guides, helpful 

expertise of transport and fabulous lodging for remain. 

In Uttarakhand State, specialists is exceptionally bounty lively within the heading of the 

satisfactory conservation and cautious looking after of these traveler centers. All the 

chronicled, devout, slope stations and beguilement traveler centers are underneath the 

total supervision of the State Traveler Division. The Uttarakhand Visitor Office has set up 

numerous traveler workplaces, guest bungalow, guest home in Uttarakhand. A monster 

wide assortment of body of laborers has been named for these guest workplaces, 

comprehensive of peons, clerks, vacationer officer, right hand vacationer commissioner, 

vacationer chief, guest delegate executive well known etc. Other than the tourist office, Sri 

Badrinath Sri Kedarnath Mandir Samiti is additionally exceptionally much cautious for the 

upkeep of these traveler centers, especially in devout visitor places. All the imperative 

devout visitor centers like Sri Badrinath Sri Kedarnath, Sri Gangotri, Sri Yamunotri, Sri 

Tungnath, Sri Madmaheshwar, Gaurikund etc. are beneath the supervision of Sri Badrinath 

Sri Kedarnath Mandir Samiti. A cautious upkeep has been performed by this samiti in all 

these devout traveler centers. 

India may be a great and various that has ceaselessly something to supply to everybody. Its 

brilliant conventions and well-off social legacy relate to the enhancement of tourism. Its 

mind-blowing mountains allure a monster amount of location guests from all over the 

world, The memorable and non-secular offices of India have a considerable area in world 

tourism, however due to a few memorable reasons, India begun out taking interest within 

the current thought of tourism instep late. The primary mindful and prepared exertion to 

advance tourism in India (beneath British run the show) was once made as early as within 

the year 1945 when a committee was once set up by means of the Government of India 

underneath the supervision of Sir John Sargent. After autonomy, the Government of India 

has surrounded the department of tourism underneath the Service of Tourism and 

Respectful Flying. This tourism department has opened so numerous voyager work 

environments in extraordinary components of the nation of Indian domain. In Uttarakhand 

State, there are so numerous places of work of the vacationer department and all these 
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work environments are looking for the perfect redesign and care of these vacationer 

centers. 

2. Transport and Communication Facilities:  

Transport in addition an awfully necessary thing within the change of tourism in any state. 

Uttarakhand could be a sloping nation the put additional than eighty-five rate put is 

underneath mountains. More than forty-five rate of the arrive of Uttarakhand State is 

underneath the intemperate slopes of the Himalayas, so it is exceptionally difficult to 

develop streets in such a resolute locale. Rail transport in addition unacceptable in this 

locale. There's exclusively created rail transport in a few zones of the Dehradun and 

Haridwar locale. There's no ocean side in this Himalayan put so the inquiry of ocean 

transport does not emerge. Due to the slope geology, there are exclusively several airplane 

terminals in Uttarakhand State. 

The foremost imperative transport of Uttarakhand State is streets. The distinctive aptitude 

of transport in Uttarakhand are railroad and respectful flying. A certain depiction of the 

transport comforts is given within the taking after heads. 

1. ROADS  

The street transport offerings are the transcendent capacity of commuting in Uttarakhand. 

Most railheads end within the Tarai locale, advertising restricted educated carrier to that 

region, taking off the unwinding to the State to depend totally on road transport. In this 

way, road transport performs a fundamentally position within the change of tourism and 

journey. Remarkable essential steps have been taken in Uttarakhand to extend and upgrade 

road visit administrations. The specialists has endeavored to supply simple, secure, and 

comfy travel administrations to the individuals. The Uttarakhand Transport Organization 

was once set up and outfitted with a gigantic assortment of modern buses. 

INTER-STATE BUS TERMINUS  

On the foundation of Build Operate and Transfer (BOT) first Inter-State bus depot used to be 

built in Dehradun on 10.4 acres at a fee of 18 crore rupees. ISBTs are additionally being set 

up in Haridwar and Haldwani. New depots have been set up at Ramnagar and Srinagar.   

IMPORTANT HIGHWAYS OF UTTARAKHAND  

⮚ Ramnagar-Ranikhet-Almora-Pithoragarh, 
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⮚ Kotdwar-Pauri-Srinagar-Tehri-Mussoorie, 

⮚ Haridwar-Rishikesh-Srinagar-Rudraprayag-Karnprayag-

Chamoli,Gopeshwar Joshimath Badrinath, 

⮚ Rishikesh-Narendranagar-Tehri-Dharasu-Uttarkashi-Gangotri, 

⮚ Haridwar-Dehradun-Mussoorie-Lakhwar-Chakrata-Tuini, 

⮚ Saharanpur-Kalsi-Chakrata, 

⮚ Dehradun-Saharanpur, 

⮚ Kalsi-Lakhwar-Barkot  

⮚ Rudraprayag-Trivugi-Narayan, 

⮚ Kathgodam-Chorgalya-Tankpur, 

⮚ Dehradun-Nahan, 

⮚ Moradabad-Bazpur-Kaladhungi-Nainital-Bhawali-Ramgarh, 

⮚ Tanakpur-Lohaghat-Pithoragarh-Didihat-Berinag-Bageshwar-Baijnath -

Karnprayag, 

⮚ Kathgodam-Bhowali-Almora-Bageshwar-Kapkot-Shama, 

⮚ Almora-Baijnath, 

⮚ Kathgodam-Nainital-Bhowali-Ranikhet-Chaukhutia-Karnprayag. 

 

2. RAILWAYS  

The Uttarakhand region, due to the fact of challenging terrains, has remained inaccessible 

for rail transport; it is solely at the foothills that there are few rail heads in Uttarakhand, 

they are _ Dehradun, Haridwar, Kathgodam, Kotdwar, Ramnagar and Rishikesh. Main 

railway stations of Uttarakhand are as follows:   

1.Haridwar 2.Roorkee 3.Kotdwar 4.Ramnagar-Kashipur-Moradabad 5.Raiwala-Rishikesh 

6.Pilibhit-Khatima-Tanakpur 7.Kashipur-Bajpur-Lalkuan  

IMPORTANT RAIL ROUTES OF UTTARAKHAND  

⮚ Haridwar-Raiwala-Doiwala-Dehradun, 

⮚ Nazibabad-Kotdwar, 

⮚ Kathgodam-Haldwani-Kichcha-Bareilly, 

⮚ Ramnagar-Kashipur-Moradabad, 
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⮚ Raiwala-Rishikesh, 

⮚ Pilibhit-Khatima-Tanakpur, 

⮚ Kashipur-Bajpur-Lalkuan  

3. CIVIL AVIATION  

The course to mechanical and tourism advancement can be cleared by means of the 

enhancement and development of airplane terminals and runways. The expand in flights 

will put Uttarakhand on the countrywide and worldwide outline and expand the plausibility 

for its total change and capacity of vocation. Ambitious plans have been launched and 

achieved by way of the Uttarakhand Government to make bigger flight services, amongst 

these are the following:   

♣ Plan for making at least one helipad in each district.  

♣ Expansion of Pantnagar airport on international lines. 

♣ Expansion of runway in Naini-Saini (Pithoragah)  

♣ Work in progress for the creation of a VIP lounge, hangar, workshop, and 

administrative building for the Jolly-Grant airport (Dehradun). 

♣ Construction of ATC and administrative building in Gauchar runway (Chamoli) 

near completion).  

♣ Work in Progress for the construction of BHEL flight complex in Haridwar.  

♣ Delhi-Dehradun-Delhi and Delhi-Pantnagar-Delhi flights are operated by private 

enterprises,  

NAME OF THE IMPORTANT AIRPORTS  

1. Jolly Grant (Dehradun)  

2. Naini-Saini (Pithoragarh)  

3. Gauchar (Chamoli)  

4. Pantnagar (Udham Singh Nagar).  

3. SERVICES OF TOURIST DEPARTMENT  

Administrations of traveler department in Uttarakhand are exceptionally palatable. Tourism 

is one of the elemental sources of earnings of Uttarakhand State. There's no tremendous 

fabricating endeavor not one or the other the colossal mines of any mineral, and the 

agrarian arrive (edited arrive or web put sown) is exceptionally controlled due to the sloping 
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geography. So, tourism is the central supply of profit of the specialists of Uttarakhand and 

the locals of Uttarakhand State. 

The traveler department of Uttarakhand is exceptionally caution and energetic closer to the 

offerings of each traveler working environment in Uttarakhand. Nearly there are created 

guest workplaces in each area of Uttarakhand. The voyager department of Uttarakhand has 

set up so numerous traveler workplaces, traveler bungalows, vacationer bureau, voyager 

resorts, voyager guest houses, vacationer huts, vacationer homes and vacationer data 

offices within the crucial voyager offices of Uttarakhand State. There are additional than a 

hundred and twenty offices of guest department in Uttarakhand. 

Besides this traveler department, there is Sri Badrinath Sri Kedarnath Mandir Samiti, which 

is additionally geared up with the aid of the authorities of Uttarakhand. 

This Sri Badrinath Sri Kedarnath Mandir Samiti has 18 visitor homes or Dharmshalas which 

are located broadly speaking in all non-secular traveler facilities of Uttarakhand. The 

provider of this samiti is now not solely fine however is surprisingly appreciable. The room 

prices are very low and there are so many desirable services for travelers in all the rest-

houses of this samiti.   

4. SHOPPING CENTRES  

Shopping offices are the stage of commerce leisure activity of tourism advancement. 

Entertainment is related to a few degrees with the financial arrange of the populace. Amid 

the princely a long time after the halt of the twentieth century, mechanical beguilements 

have come to be the foremost celebrated help for the leisure-time of the individuals. In 

most cities, of the amount of benefit, mechanical beguilements are a long way additional 

critical. These trade civilities supply a right and long proceed to be at any voyager center. 

Among all commerce offices, motels and obtaining offices are exceptionally vital. 

The building of gigantic division stores in gigantic cities has provided a right run of comforts 

for buying in India. In Uttarakhand, the building of expansive division stores is compelled 

exclusively to Nainital, Dehradun, Haridwar, and Almora cities. These gigantic division shops 

have so numerous shops, for all sorts of products. There are moreover diverse Vikas 

bazaars, khadi and handlooms shops, texture markets, slope woolen texture retail outlets 

and the stores of slope wood-craft made decoration things. Visitors utilized to purchase 
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ready-made things of slope resourced reachable substances like wood made pieces, woolen 

pieces of clothing and so numerous sorts of Jari and Buties. 

In Nainital, Bhavali, Ranikhet, and Almora there are so many stores for fruits. Bhavali is a 

notable middle for these types of fruits that are produced in the hills of Uttarakhand. The 

most famous fruits of Uttarakhand are Apple, Leeche, Khumani, Alubhukhara etc. 

5. BANKING FACILITIES  

Great Keeping money administrations are exceptionally imperative for the traveler industry. 

Sightseers who utilized to go to exclusively otherworldly areas by no implies require any 

keeping money offices, be that as it may these travelers who utilized to visit for relaxation 

capacities require right managing an account office. The well off or abroad travelers 

moreover utilized to visit with travel cheques, cheques of multi-banking category, or ATM 

cards. This kind of guest ordinarily utilized to stay in right lodges like three-star or five-star 

motels or in extravagant guest houses. They do now not keep a incredible bargain cash in 

their hands, be that as it may they utilize ATM cards, travel cheques, multi-banking cheques, 

or investment funds cards. These investment funds playing cards are as a rule issued by 

implies of banks. 

During the survey of the place in 2008-2009, there had been 1252 banks of exceptional 

kinds in Uttarakhand State. Particularly, in the vital vacationer centers, there are branches 

of nearly each country wide bank, non-public bank, and cooperative bank. ATM amenities 

are additionally reachable broadly speaking in all the essential traveler facilities in 

Uttarakhand State. 

6. GUIDE FACILITIES  

For all assortments of tourism, the legitimately Direct Office is exceptionally vital due to the 

reality there are so numerous memorable and otherworldly voyager areas the put but the 

know-how of that locale the vacationer can't recognize the centrality of that guest center. 

For case, Satopanth may be a exceptionally basic voyager center within the Chamoli area. 

This Satopanth is located Fair 20 kilometers over Sri Badrinath sanctuary. Typically, an 

ancient and noteworthy traveler center of Uttarakhand in any case so numerous pioneers 

do now not recognize the notable and non-secular noteworthiness of this put. Usually, a 

heavenly region from the put all the 5 Pandavas have long past to paradise. This data can 
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exclusively be supplied by way of the Direct in slope offices as to whether these offices are 

noteworthy voyager facilities or otherworldly guest centers. 

On the slope stations or excursion areas or satisfaction vacationer centers, there's no 

need for a Direct due to the reality these offices have no scholarly perspective. There's a 

monster number of Guides in Uttarakhand. These Guides are of three sorts - one individual 

direct, two specialists direct, and three Panda or Pujari brahmins. Private distributions are 

ordinarily on hand at all the traveler offices of Uttarakhand. The authorities’ courses are 

appointed by utilizing the Visitor Division. These authorities’ courses are outfitted with a 

skip and affirmed with a favored cost consistent by way of the vacationer work environment 

of each area. Generally, these authorities’ courses visit with travelers who are voyaging 

within the two-by-two situated transport or extravagant transport of the guest office. These 

distributions are utilized to data all sorts of the significance, beginning, and records of 

voyaging vacationer centers. The Panda or Pujari Brahmins are otherworldly guides. These 

courses are exclusively on hand at non mainstream guest areas like Sri Badrinath, Sri 

Kedarnath, Sri Gangotri, and Sri Yamunotri, Haridwar, Rishikesh, and Joshimath. 

As per the information amassed from vicinity to place, there are almost 8,800 publications 

in Uttarakhand State. Other traveller locations the place these courses are reachable are 

Nainital, Sri Badrinath, Sri Kedarnath, Sri Gangotri, Sri Yamunotri, Almora, Ranikhet, etc. 

However, the best possible range of courses are in Haridwar. 
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